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K and J=  decays are studied. Their amplitude is
given by a sum of factorized and non-factorizable ones. The latter which is
estimated by using a hard pion approximation is rather small in color favored

B ! D and D

 decays but still can eciently interfere with the main
amplitude given by the factorization. In the color suppressed

B ! J= 

K
and J=  decays, the non-factorizable contribution is very important. The
sum of the factorized and non-factorizable amplitudes can reproduce well
the existing experimental data on the branching ratios for the color favored

B ! D and D

 and the color suppressed

B ! J= 

K and J=  decays by
taking reasonable values of unknown parameters involved.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nonleptonic weak decays of charm and B mesons have been studied extensively [1,2] by
using the so-called factorization (or vacuum insertion) prescription. It has been supported
by two dierent arguments. One is that the factorization is applicable in the large N
c
(color
degree of freedom) limit [3] and the other is that it can be a good approximation under
a certain kinematical condition [4], i.e., a heavy quark decays into another heavy quark
plus a pair of light quark and anti-quark which are emitted colinearly with suciently high




denotes a color singlet (ud) pair.













, etc., described by b ! (cu)
8
+ d, where (cu)
8


















, etc., described by b! c + (ud)
1
. However, semi-phenomenological
analyses [6,7] in two-body decays of B mesons within the framework of the factorization
suggest that the value of a
2
to reproduce the observed branching ratios for these decays
[6,8] should be larger by about a factor 2 than the one with the leading order (LO) QCD
corrections [1,2,9] where N
c
= 3 and that its sign should be opposite to the one in the large
N
c
limit although the phenomenological value of a
1





are the coecients of four quark operators in the eective
weak Hamiltonian in the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel (BSW) scheme [1,2] which will be reviewed
briey in the next section.] The above fact implies that the large N
c
argument fails, at least,
in hadronic weak decays of B mesons. Since the large N
c
argument is independent of avors,
it also does not work in nonleptonic weak decays of charm mesons. The kinematics of charm
meson decays is far from the condition, i.e., like b ! c + (ud)
1
mentioned before, under
which the factorization is applicable. Therefore the factorization of charm decay amplitudes
has no theoretical support. In fact, a naive application of the factorization to charm decay



















+ u] and therefore the amplitudes for
two body decays of charm mesons must be approximately real. However the observed de-






 decays have large phases [5]. In this way, it will be understood that the factorized





 decays [4]. The above result on the B decays that the phenomenological value of
a
2
is much larger than the one with the LO corrections seems to suggest that, even in the
decays of B mesons with high mass, factorization is not complete but non-factorizable long
distance hadron dynamics still cannot be neglected. Buras [10] calculated next-to-leading
order (NLO) QCD corrections to the eective weak Hamiltonian in three dierent renor-
malization schemes and observed that a
2
can have large NLO corrections which are strongly
dependent on choice of renormalization scheme while the corrections to a
1
are very small
and are stable with respect to change of renormalization scheme. Then he discussed that
the above instability of the NLO corrections to a
2
may imply importance of non-factorizable
eects on B decays. Soares [11] tried to estimate phenomenologically non-factorizable con-
tributions to

B ! D and

B ! J= 

K decays and found several possible solutions which
indicate large non-factorizable contributions.
In this article, we study





K and J=  decays describing the amplitude
for these decays by a sum of factorizable and non-factorizable ones. The latter amplitude is
estimated by using a hard pion (or kaon) approximation. The

B ! D and D

 decays will













decays, the hard pion amplitudes as the non-factorizable long distance contributions
are important. In the section 3, the decays,







, both of which
are color suppressed, will be investigated in the same way. It will be demonstrated that,
in these decays, non-factorizable long distance amplitudes are again important. A brief




B ! D AND D

 DECAYS
Our starting point is to describe the amplitude for two body decay of B meson by a sum










is evaluated by using the factorization in the BSW scheme































































































are treated as interpolating
























The LO QCD corrections lead to a
1
' 1:03 and a
2
' 0:11 for N
c
= 3 [2]. U
ij
is the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element [13] which is taken to be real in this article
since CP invariance is always assumed.
The factorization prescription in the BSW scheme leads to the following factorized am-


































































Table I. Factorized amplitudes for
























































































































































































































































































































































































Factorizable amplitudes for the other

B ! D and D

 decays also can be calculated in the
same way. To evaluate these amplitudes, we use the parameterization of matrix elements of





































































































































where q = p  p
0









































To get rid of useless imaginary unit except for the overall phase in the amplitude, however,















As stressed in Ref. [14], the above matrix element of vector current can be treated in parallel
to those of axial vector currents in Eq.(7) in the innite momentum frame (IMF). Using these
5









Before we evaluate numerically the factorized amplitudes, we study non-factorizale ampli-
tudes for

B ! D and D

 decays using a hard pion technique in the IMF; p!1 [15,16].


















B ! D): (13)
The equal-time commutator term (M
ETC
) and the surface term (M
S






















































































have to be evaluated in the IMF. The surface term has been given by a sum
of all possible pole amplitudes, i.e., n and ` run over all possible single mesons, not only
ordinary fqqg, but also hybrid fqqgg and exotic fqqqqgmesons. Since the B meson massm
B
is much higher than those of charm mesons and since wave function overlappings between the
ground-state fqqg
0
and excited-state-meson states are expected to be small, however, excited
meson contributions will be small in these decays and can be safely neglected. Therefore the
hard pion amplitudes as the non-factorizable long distance contributions are approximately
described in terms of asymptotic ground-state-meson matrix elements (matrix elements taken











 decays can be obtained by exchanging D for D

.


















































































's are isospin charges and their axial counterpart, respectively. The above
parameterization can be obtained by using asymptotic SU
f
(5) symmetry [17], or SU
f
(5)
extension of the nonet symmetry in SU
f
(3). Asymptotic matrix elements of V

between
vector meson states can be obtained by exchanging pseudo scalar mesons for vector mesons




, etc. The SU
f
(4) part
of the above parameterization reproduces well [16,18] the observed values of decay rates,
 (D

! D) and  (D

! D).
Amplitudes for dynamical hadronic processes can be decomposed into (continuum con-
tribution) + (Born term). SinceM
S
is given by a sum of pole amplitudes,M
ETC
corresponds
to the continuum contribution [19] which can develop a phase relative to the Born term.
Therefore we parameterize the ETC terms using isospin eigen amplitudes and their phases.



























































































's are the isospin eigen amplitudes with isospin I and 
2I
's are the corresponding
phase shifts introduced. In the present approach, therefore, the nal state interactions are
included in the non-factorizable amplitudes.
In this way we can describe the non-factorizable amplitudes for the




























































































































































































































































h +   
)
; (23)















Eqs. (21) { (23). Therefore the non-factorizable amplitudes in the hard pion approximation
are controlled by the asymptotic ground-state-meson matrix elements of H
w
and the phases.
Now we evaluate the amplitudes given above. The factorized amplitudes in Table I





























(0) can be calculated by using the heavy quark eective theory (HQET) [20] but the
other form factors are concerned with light meson states and therefore have to be estimated
by some other models. In color favored decays, main parts of the factorized amplitudes








(0), and the other form factors are included in
minor terms proportional to a
2
. Therefore our result may not be lead to serious uncertainties

























), whose values are model dependent. However, we need
not seriously worry about ambiguities arising from these form factors as long as the non-
factorizable amplitudes which do not involve them are dominant. [If the non-factorizable
contribution is not dominant, the results on these decays will be not very much dierent















) are expected to be degenerate because
of heavy quark symmetry [20] and are approximately degenerate in reality. Here we take
8
Table II. Factorized and non-factorizable amplitudes for the

B ! D and D
























































































































































































































' 175 MeV from a recent result of lattice QCD [21],
f
D
= 203  7  20 MeV and f
B
= 178  9  18 MeV. In this way, we can obtain the
factorized amplitudes in the second column of Table II, where we have neglected very small













To evaluate the non-factorizable amplitudes, we need to know the size of the asymptotic




taken between heavy meson states. The latter which was
parameterized in Eq.(17) is estimated to be jhj ' 1:0 [15,16] by using partially conserved
axial-vector current (PCAC) and the observed rate [8],  ( ! )
expt
' 150 MeV. To


































included in the non-factorizable amplitudes, we apply the factorization to them since the
heavy mesons annihilate at the weak vertex in the weak boson mass m
W





















































in Eq.(24) can be estimated in the same manner as in Eq.(25), we obtain the hard
pion amplitudes as the non-factorizable contributions listed in the third column of Table II










' 175 MeV as before and used the
same B
H
parameter for all the asymptotic matrix elements in Eq.(24). The CKM matrix
elements have been factored out.
We now estimate branching ratios, B(





), by taking a sum of the
factorized amplitude (the second column in the Table II) and the non-factorizable amplitude
(the third column in Table II) as the total amplitude [22]. To this, we have to give values of
remaining parameters. We take U
cb
= 0:038 from the updated value jU
cb
j = 0:0388 0:0036










not know their true values. According to Ref. [10], NLO corrections to a
1
are small while
corresponding corrections to a
2
may be large (approximately of the same size as the LO
corrections, which seems to be unnatural from the view point of the perturbation theory)
and very unstable with respect to change of renormalization scheme as mentioned before.
We expect that the value of a
1
with the LO corrections is not far from the true value and
that higher order corrections should be small as is expected formally in the perturbation
theory. Therefore we take conservatively a
1
= 1:03 and a
2
= 0:11 which are given in the










) arising from contributions of






which have not been








contributions have already been extracted as pole amplitudes in M
S
, although they were











because of the heavy quark symmetry. For the value of the B
H
parameter, we here
consider two cases, B
H



















in Table III, where we have used the















branching ratios which include only the factorized amplitude, only the non-factorizable one
and the sum of them, respectively. It is seen that the non-factorizable contributions to the
10
Table III. Branching ratios (%) for

B ! D and D








































include only the factorized amplitude, only the non-factorizable















































































B ! D and D

 decays are small but still can interfere eciently with
the main amplitude given by the naive factorization and that the long distance hadron





















for the color favored

B ! D and
D

 decays reproduce well the observed ones.












decays, the non-factorizable contributions
are considerably larger than the factorized ones in the case of B
H
' 1 while the former is
comparable with the latter in the case of B
H
' 0:5. Therefore, the ambiguities arising













) which are involved in the
factorized amplitudes for these decays are not very serious as long as B
H
' 1. Within the










will be not much
lower than the present experimental upper limit if B
H
' 1 while the former will be much








B ! J= 

K AND J=  DECAYS
Now we study Cabibbo-angle favored

B ! J= 






in the same way as in the previous section. Both of them are color suppressed and their
kinematical condition is much dierent from the color favored

B ! D and D

 decays at
the level of underlying quarks, i.e., b ! (cc)
8
+ s in the former but b ! c + (ud)
1
in the
latter. Therefore, dominance of factorized amplitudes in the







decays has no theoretical support and hence it is expected that non-factorizable long distance
contribution is important in these decays.
The factorized amplitude for the

B ! J= 



































)  p: (26)
The value of the decay constant of J= is estimated to be f
 
' 0:38 GeV from the observed




. The value of the CKM matrix element U
cs











) has not been measured and its theoretical







the following ve models, i.e., BSW [1], GKP [24], CDDFGN [25], AW [26] and ISGW [27],
and list the corresponding B(














= 0:11 as before. The results (B
fact
) from the factorized amplitudes
























= (0:075 0:021) %: (27)
Non-factorizable contributions to these decays are estimated by using a hard kaon approx-
imation which is a simple extension of the hard pion technique in the previous section. With
this approximation and isospin symmetry, non-factorizable amplitude for the

B ! J= 

K





























































+    ; (28)
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Table IV. Branching ratios (%) for the

B ! J= 








) estimated in the ve models, BSW, GKP, CDDFGN, AW and







are used. Values of the other parameters involved are the same as
in Table III. The data values are taken from Ref. [5].







) 0.565 0.837 0.726 0.542 0.548
B
fact




















































is the phase from contributions of multi-hadron intermediate states into the  

K























i =  h which are avor SU
f
(3) extensions of







i, etc., can be estimated
by using the factorization as before. Then the total amplitude for the















































= 202 26 MeV, have been taken. B
0
H





























' 1, the non-factorizable contribution will be dominant and
B(





from the amplitude in Eq.(29) can reproduce the observed values in




j are taken. [Since the  



























which is included in the factorized amplitude will be considerably diluted because of the
non-factorizable contribution if B
H
' 1 .




, the same technique and values of














































































which is well satised by experiments [29,30]. From Eq.(30), it is seen that the non-










from the amplitude Eq.(30) which includes both of the factorized

























In summary, we have investigated the





K and J= 
 
decays describ-
ing the amplitude for these decays by a sum of factorizable and non-factorizable contribu-
14
tions. The former amplitude has been estimated by using the naive factorization while the
latter has been calculated by using a hard pion (or kaon) approximation. The so-called nal
state interactions have been included in the non-factorizable long distance contributions.
The non-factorizable contribution to the color favored

B ! D and D

 decays is rather
small and therefore the nal state interactions seem to be not very important in these decays
although still not negligible. By taking reasonable values of the phase shifts arising from
contributions of multi-hadron intermediate states to the non-factorizable amplitudes, the
observed branching ratios for these decays can be well reproduced in terms of a sum of the





' 0:11 of four quark operators in the BSW weak Hamiltonian are taken. Namely,
the factorized amplitudes are dominant but not complete and long distance hadron dynam-
ics should be carefully taken into account in hadronic weak interactions of B mesons. If
a
2
' 0:2, which may be given by the next-to-leading order corrections but very strongly
dependent on the choice of renormalization scheme and unstable [10], were taken, however,
these decays might be saturated by the factorizable contributions [6,7], and then the sum
















K and J= 
 
decays, non-factorizable long









physics should be treated carefully since it will play an important role to determine the CP
violating CKM matrix element. When a
2
' 0:11 are taken, a sum of factorized and non-







the observed values of B(







), respectively, although both of
the present theory and the existing data still contain large ambiguities.
The non-factorizable amplitudes are proportional to asymptotic ground-state-meson ma-
trix elements of H
w










' 1, the non-factorizable



















) is measured to be much less than the present upper limit, B
H
will
be considerably smaller than unity. If a
2
' 0:2 were taken, the sum of the factorized and






are much less than unity.







) are useful to determine the non-factorizable long distance
contributions in hadronic weak decays of B mesons.
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